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On September 7, 2013, about a dozen Barnabas San Francisco
Bay Area members participated in a gathering that would
introduce them to the Transforming the Bay with Christ
movement. Here's an overview of the meeting, written by our
spiritual reporter, Tim Hunt.

Transforming the Bay with Christ

The Transforming the Bay with Christ gathering was hosted by Pat Gelsinger, CEO
of VMware, in its Palo Alto headquarters. About 80 leaders from across the
Greater Bay Area attended.

The 2 ½ hour meeting brought together ministry leaders, para-church leaders and
business people from around the Bay Area—notably missing were folks from
Marin, Napa and Sonoma counties. The East Bay had the largest contingent. 

Gelsinger, who returned to the Bay Area a year ago after spending 20 years in
Portland and four in Boston (by choice, to raise their family in a different
environment), told folks he was asking God what he had in mind when his job
took him back to the Bay Area and Silicon Valley. 

He noted that God also has brought a number of nationally known pastors to the
Bay Area—among them John Ortberg, Francis Chan and Chip Ingram. Pat started
asking what it would take to transform the Bay Area with Christ. See his thoughts
here in the position paper, which is attached to this mailing. 

Ingram started the morning with a devotional talk on "breakthroughs"—when God
unleashes supernatural power. Ingram is pastoring Venture Church in Los Gatos.
He has been studying Biblical history on what it takes for a breakthrough. 

That led him to the conclusion that it starts with an individual who recognizes his
sin, repents and then becomes dependent upon God. That expands the focus
beyond self to others and results in generosity, unity across the body of Christ
and outreach with boldness. The key numbers are three to five people, 12 people
and 120 people who are obedient and step out. 

“God expects us to do the impossible,” Ingram said. 
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He cited the terrible condition of our culture and much of the world (pre-Syria
crisis) with globalization, slavery, sexual trafficking, redefinition of families,
abortion, to name a few (I could not keep up with my note-taking), but it’s clear
that the United States has gone way south, way fast, on most of these measures..

The conclusion: the Bay Area is ripe for revival. 

The Bay Area also is a critical area world-wide. Pastor Tim Keller, who leads
Redeemer Church in New York City, identifies 12 metropolitan areas in the world
that are critical to influencing the culture. Just as the Apostle Paul worked in
Ephesus, Corinth and other major cities, transformation in these cities will
influence the culture. In the United States, Keller cites New York City, the broader
Los Angeles area and the Bay Area as those critical areas. 

When Keller, a Presbyterian Church of America pastor—one of the most
conservative branches that does not permit women in leadership—started working
in New York City, there were about 120 evangelical congregations. Ten years later
—through aggressive church planting—the number of congregations has tripled,
as has the number of attendees. Gelsinger believes that is a reasonable goal for
the Bay Area. 

He pointed out—after people attending introduced themselves and stated their
affiliation—that leaders present represented about 150,000 church members and
$5 billion in net worth. Resources would not be the issue. 

Gelsinger described the Bay Area as the most affluent area on earth that is
innovative and influential. It is unchurched—the number of church attendees is
very low, as is the amount of giving to charity. 

“We are rich, powerful, innovative, miserly pagans,” he summed it up. 

Based upon experiences in Portland, as described by Kevin Palau, the key change
is moving from a focus on social conservatism to social compassion—being the
church and serving those who need help without any expectations. When
Christians lead with service they can earn the right to have the conversation
about beliefs. 

The Portland consortium of churches started with a summer of service in 2008. It
was so successful—with more than 27,000 Christians volunteering (organizers had
hoped for 15,000)—that the openly gay mayor told people at the wrap-up festival
that they should do it every year. Palau and the mayor have become good friends
and have been interviewed together by numerous news organizations. 

The outreach has been so successful that every school in the Portland area has
asked to be adopted by a church or churches. The church partnership includes 49
of the 50 largest churches in the area. Here is a link to an article about the
Portland effort: http://mobile.nytimes.com/2013/08/10/us/help-from-

evangelicals-without-the-evangelizing.html 

TBC meeting organizers stress that they saw the Bay Area effort as a movement,
not an institution. Movements share a common vision, emerge from the
grassroots, are fluid and cooperative, creative and flexible and people willingly
sacrifice for no benefits. 
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sacrifice for no benefits. 

Moving forward, they see three core principles guiding the effort: unity,
sustainability and revival. They want leaders to connect, pray and build
relationships. Initially, they see leading with compassion and serving with no
expectations, most likely in sub-regions to start and then building toward a
potential Bay Area-wide effort. Until Gelsinger brought them together, pastors
Chip Ingram and John Ortberg had never met—though their churches are less
than 30 minutes apart. 

Ingram chimed in toward the end of the meeting, saying that revival starts with
individuals. So he suggested that we pray and ask God what he wants each of us
to do—who he wants each of us to connect with and then do so. 

Gelsinger, being an executive who lives with measurable goals daily, outlined
outcomes he would like to see: 

• The church restored to relevance in the Bay Area. 

• A network of churches and para-church organizations formed.

• The number of evangelical churches and attendance tripled, so Christians would
make up about 10 percent of the population, a percentage that can be influential. 

• Divorces decreased measurably. 

• Charitable giving increased measurably. 

Barnabas members attending included: Larry Wiens, Mark Klopp, Joanne & Mark
Perra, Darcy DeRose, Tom Dowd, Kim Pace, Tim Hunt, Cindy & Mark Tilton, and
Dan Menegus. Please connect with any of them for additional information. 

Attached are the “white paper” that was distributed before the meeting and
PowerPoint slides with an overview of the meeting, both in PDF format. 
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